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ABSTRACT

The free-electronlaserof the TEU-FELProjectof the Universityof Twentewill bedrivenby a
photoinjectorfollowedby aracetrackmicrotron.Theinjector,whichis now underconstruction,
will provideaveryhigh-brighmesselectronbeamwithan energyof about6 MeV.InPhaseI of
the Project,experimentsarebeing plannedinwhichthis low energybeam fromthe injectorwi!l
passthrough anundulatorandwill generateradiationatawavelengthof about200 ).truvia the
processof Self-AmplifiedSpontaneousEmission(SASE).Numericalsimulationsof the perfor-
manceof this sourceindicatethatpower levelsof about15MW (averagedover a micropulse)can
be obtainedwith a 1-mundulator.Wepresent aditionalresultr)derivedfrom simulationstudiesof
the performanceof thisdevice.

1.0 Introduction.

The name TEU-FELis anacronymfor Twente__indhovenUniversityUCN_.Free-_ElectronLaser

[1]. It will be apulsedFEL oscillatordrivenby a25 MeVelectronbeamof moderateto high peak
current [2].The electron sourcewill consistof aphotocathodeinjector/rf-linacwhich ispresently

beingbuiltatLos AlamosNationalLaboratory.It will be shippedin the near futureto The Neth-
erlands.The injectorlinacwill generateahigh-brightness(-350 A peak current,"90%"normal-
ized transverseemittancer_ = 50 z mm-mr), low-energy(-6 MeV) beamwhichwill beinjected
into a 1-m wiggler[3] in PhaseI of the plannedFEL experiments.The Phase I experimentswill
studyhigh-gainSelf-AmplifiedSpontaneousEmission(SASE)[4] FEL physicsnear an optical

wavelengthof _.- 200 lanl.Oscillatorexperimentsat _,-, 10I.tmwill constitutethe secondphase
of the experimentalprogramupon completionof theracetrackmicrotron.

*Sponsoredby NederlandsCentrumvoor LaserResearch(NCLR),theDutchFoundationfor
TechnologicalResearch(STW),andthe DutchFoundationfor Researchon Matter(FOM).
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87544,USA.



• In the present work,we present some results of numerical simulation studies of the high-gain FEL

physics for the Phase I SASE amplifier experiments. Both 1-Dand 3-D FEL simulation codes [5],

[6], [7] were used to study the propertiesof this device. A high-gain FEL amplifier is expected [8]

to exhibit strong optical guiding effects when the light intensity is low enough to be within the

small-signal regime. A key parameteris the small-signal power e-folding length zg, where the to-
ml power P of the guided mode varies with distance, z, along the wiggler's axis according to P(z)

--P0exp(z/zg). We compute the gain length zg for the Phase I experiments.When the gain starts to
saturate, optical guiding is lost and the mode's transverseprofile changes. We observe these

changes as a function of wiggler length in 3-D FEL simulations. Finite-pulse 3-D simulations are

used to predict the SASE output. In these experiments, the slippage distance s (s - N _ where N

is the number of periods of the wiggler,Lw- N gw) is approximately equal to the electron pulse

length; hence, slippage effects areimportant. In Sec. 2 we present the expected parameter values

for the Phase I experiments which were used in the numerical simulations. The results of the sim-

ulations are presented in Sec. 3, while a summary and a discussion of the results is given in Sec. 4.

2.0 Expected parametervalues for the Phase I experiments.

TableI summarizes the expected values of the wiggler and electron beam parameters. The wiggler

[3] will have a 2.5 cm period and a Krms value equal to one (aw - "_2).It will have two-plane fo-

cusing with equal focal strengths in the two transverse directions. The full gap between the poles

will be 0.8 cre, but a beam tube of inner diameter 0.6 cm will be used to transport both the elec-

tron and optical beams through the wiggler. The nominal length of the wiggler will be 1-ra,and

quadrupoles wiU be used to match the electron beam into the wiggler.

The electron beam is expected to have an energy of 6 MeV (3'o-- 11.74), a "90%" normalized

transverse emittance of 50 _ mm-mr,a fractional energy spread(FWHM) of A¥/To= 1%, and a
peakcurrentof I = 350 A. We have assumed a Gaussian phase-space density for the beam in the

simulationmodel. The simulations have been done for an electron beam micropulse length of 35

ps; althoughthe electron pulse length will be somewhat adjustible (by varying the length of the

optical pulse from the photocathodedrive laser), the nominal pulse length will be about25 ps. For

the above wiggler andelectron beam parameters,the resonance:optical wavelength is _ = 181.33

gm, and the slippage distance s = N _ correspondsto 24.178 ps.

_;.0Numerical simulationsof the Phase I exDerimen_,

All simulations assume that the FEL will operate in the Comptonregime in which space-charge

effects are ignored. For the parameter values of TableI, the radius of the electron beam in the wig-

gleris 3.75x10"2cre, andthe electron numberdensity on axis is 1.65x1013cm"3.Using these val-

ues, we determine that the ratio of the longitudinalplasmafrequency in the lab frame, O_e/ T3/2,



, to the frequency of the electromagnetic wave, e%m= 2_c/Xs, is about 5.5x 10"4.This puts the de-

vice squarely in the Compton regime, and, furthermore, we find that the transit time of the elec-

tron pulse through a l-m wiggler corresponds to about three plasma periods.

3.1 Calculationof lhe optical power ¢-f01dingl_ngth_.

The power e-folding length was calculated for a continuous electron beam (pulse effects were ig-

nored) by injecting a very low intensity coherent signal at a fixed wavelength into the amplifier.

Since the overall gain of the device is very large (,,1010), an unphysically small initial optical in-

tensity (less than the spontaneous emission from a short length of wiggler) is needed in order that

the light remain in the small-signal regime (where the gain is independent of the amplitude of the

initial input signal) throughout the wiggler. In l-D, the optical power does not grow exponentially

with distance [9] until the growing mode dominates the other modes (one with a decaying ampli-

tude and one with an oscillating amplitude) which are excited at the entrance to the wiggler. In 3-

D, a similar mode competition effect occurs in which the optical power does not grow exponen-

tially until the highest-gain guided mode becomes dominant. Since one does not know analytical-

ly the mode spot size and curvature of the dominant mode, the injected signal is initially multi-

transverse mode; some distance of propagation is required until one mode dominates. In ali cases,

quoted values of zg are obtained after multimode transients have vanished, leaving a single mode
with an exponentially-growing amplitude.

1-D simulations with the parameters of Table I give a minimum (over optical wavelength) value

of zg = 1.9 cm at X= 189 pm; this is in good agreement with the formula [4] zg = Xw / (8_tp)

which gives zg = 2.0 ern. Here, _t= 0.5_/3in I-D, and p is the dimensionless FEL parameter
(someti.,_es called the Pierce parameter) introduced in 1984 by Bonifacio, Pellegrini, and Narduc-

ci [4].

3-D single-wavelength simulations give a minimum value of zg = 3.88 cm at X= 188 _tm.Figures
la and lb show how the mode's radius and wavefront curvature evolve along the wiggler's length

in the simulation. The mode radius w (which is called the width in Figure la) is defined to be w =

_2 x rrns radius; if the transverse profile of the guided mode were Gaussian (which it isn't), this

would equal the radius at the lie point of the electric field amplitude.

Table II shows the results of a series of 3-D simulations with varying values of the peak current in

amperes, I, and the "90%" normalized transverse emittance, _n.In Table II, zg is the power e-fold-
ing length, w is the mode radius, and R is the mode radius of curvature. A positive value of R in-

dicates a diverging wavefront. Ali quoted values are obtained after the initial transients have

subsided and a steady-state guided mode has been achieved.



• 3.2 Results of 3-D finite-pulse simulationsof SASE performance.

3-D finite-pulse simulations of the SASE performance of the Phase I TEU-FEL experiments were

done with the FEL simulation code FELEX [5], [6], [7]. The electron pulse was assumed to be

rectangular in shape (constant current vs. time). Fun slippage between the light and the electron

pulses is included in the simulations. The initial radiation results from spontaneous emission [10]

in the initial segments of the wiggler rather than an injected external coherent signal.

Forthe parameters of this experiment, we findthatthe shapeand amplitudeof the optical pulse at

the end of the wiggler depend on the specific form of the initial spontaneousemission noise. Due

to the relatively small numberof simulationelectrons in the calculations, the fluctuationsof the

numerically-generatedspont_eous emission are unphysically large. It is necessary to repeat the
simulation with different initial random numberseeds (which p,_-,oducedifferentrealizations of the

spontaneous emission) and then average the results in orderto predict the mean results of an ex-

periment.

The mathematical model in the code assumes free-space propagation of the electromagnetic field.

However, in the experiments of Phase I an evacuated mbe 0.6 cnain diameter win be placed with-

in the gap of the wiggler. Both the electrons and the light will pass through this tube. We have not

included in the simulations effects due to reflections of light from the tube walls, or waveguide
mode effects.

Figure 2 shows typical results for the SASE performance of the reference case (parametersof Ta-

ble I). Figure 2a shows the optical micropulse at the end of the wiggler, Figure 2b shows the

spectrum,Figure 2c shows the axial variationof the radius of the light (averaged over the optical

micropulse), andFigure 2d shows the variation of the optical radiuswithin the micropulse (whose

power variation is shown in Figure 2a) at the end of the wiggler.

Figure 3 shows the results of two simulations identical in ali respects with that which yielded the

results of Figure 2 except that the initial random number se_ of the spontaneous emission noise

was changed. Figures 3a and 3b show the output power micropulse and corresponding spectrum
for one seed, and Figures 3c and 3d show similar curves for another seed.

Table HI shows a summa.,7of SASE results from 3-D finite-pulse simulations for a variation of

the peak current,I, and the "90%"normalized transverseemittance, _. In TableIII,11is the pulse-

averagedextraction efficiency,Elightis the total energyof the optical pulse, and "Power" is the
observed peakpower of the optical micropulse. The tabulatedvalues representaveragesover sev-

eral calculations withdifferent initial randomnumberseeds; an approximatespreadof :1:20%

should be associated with each average value to accountfor results with different initial random



number seeds.

IncTeasingthe length of the wiggler to Lw = 125 cm approximatelydoubles the output optical

power relative to thatproducedby an undulatorof lengthLw = 100 cm (for parameters of theref-

erence case). However, the gain starts to saturateover thelast 25 cm of the wiggler, andthe mode

radius grows significantly larger than the radius of the beam tube(0.3 cre). This is shown in Fig-

me 4: the output power pulse is shown in Figure 4a while the corresponding axial variation of the

averageoptical mode radiusis shown in Figure 4b. Since wall reflections arenot included in the

simulations, it is not clearjust what modification of these results would occur due to such reflec-
tions.

4.0 Summaryand discussion.

We have studied the performanceof the:_,- 200 gm SASE amplifierof the Phase I experimentsof

the TEU-FEL Projectby means of 1-Dand 3-D numerical simulations. The I-D small-signal

power e-folding length (--2cna) considerablyunderestimatesthe gain length according to the 3-D

simulations which give a value of about 3.9 cna.We have studied the dependence of the gain

lengthon the peak currentand transverseemittancefor values aboutthose of the reference design.

Note thatwe cannotdirectly apply the results of a recentquasi-analytical calculation [11] for the

gain length because those results holdfor a uniformly-filled phase-space distribution ("water

bag") and not a Gaussianphase-space density which we have assumed.

We have calculated the characteristics of the optical pulses produced by the self-amplified sponta-

neous emission process.For a 1-mwiggler, it appearslikely that peak powers in excess of 20 MW

will be produced along with an extraction efficiency of about 1%if the design parametersare

achievedexperimentally. We have calculated the expectedvariation of the optical radiation for

various values of peak current and emittance.

Lengtheningthe wiggler increases the output power, but also increases the radiusof the transverse

mode (due to gain saturation)such that the fight will be reflected from the walls of the beam tube

which passes throughthe wiggler's bore.This will certainlyreduce the optical beam quality of the

emergingradiation pulses.

Finally, some preliminarysimulations show that measurableamounts of radiation in higher har-

monics may be producedin these experiments.Measurements of such radiation may add to the
understandingof such high-gain amplifiers.

Acknowledgement:One of the authors (J. C. G.) would like to thankT. J. T. Kwan for helpful dis-

cussions related to the possible Raman-regime characterof this system.
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Figure Carrions.

Figure la. Radius vs. axial position for the highest-gainmode.

Figure lb. Reciprocal of the radiusof curvaturevs. axial position for the highest-gain mode.

Figure 2a. Optical pulse shape at the wiggler exit.

Figure 2b. Optical spectrumat the wiggler exit.

Figure 2c. Mean radiusvs. axialposit,_on.
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Figure 2d. Radiusvs. position within micTopulseatwiggler exit.

Figure 3a. Opticalpulse shapefor initial seed (1).

Figure3b. Optical specu'umfor (1).

Figure3c. Opticalpulse shape for initial seed (2).

Figure 3cLOptical spectrum for (2).

Figure 4a. Optical pulse shape for Lw= 125 cre.

Figure 4b. Mean radiusvs. axial position for Lw = 125 cm.
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Figure la. Radius vs. axial position for the highcst-gain mode.
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Figure lb. Reciprocalof the radiusof curvaturevs. axialposition for the highest-gain mode.
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. TableI: The Main Parametersof the TEU-FEL Phase I Experiments

Undulator parameter values:
wavelength _,w= 2.5 cm
length Lw ---100 cm
number of periods N = Lw / _v = 40
peak magnetic field amplitude Bw = 6064.535 G
dimensionless vector potential aw = _/2
two-plane focusing with equal strength in both planes

Electron beam parameter values:
Energy E = 6 MeV
E / mc2 = "t= 11.74
90% normalized transverse emittance en = 50 r_mm-mr

Gaussian phase-space density
fractional energy spread (FWHM) A_//_/- 1%
peak current I = 350 A
pulse length xe = 35 ps *

Optical parameter values:
resonance wavelength ks = 181.33 lsm
slippage distance s = N k s = 24.178 ps

* Note that this is somewhat longer than the nominal expected pulse length xe ffi25 ps.



• TableII: Variation with current and emittance of guided mode properties from 3-D simulations

I (A) en (_ mm-mr) Zg(cm) w (cm) R (cm)

350. 50. 3.88 0.207 8.31

350. 100. 4.35 0.221 9.70

262.5 50. 4.44 0.227 9.38

262.5 100. 4.98 0.241 10.92

175. 50. 5.37 0.247 11.36

175. 100. 6.07 0.276 12.99



Table III: SASE results from 3-D finite-pulse simulations

I (A) en (_ mm-mr) rl (%) Elight(mJ) Power (MW)

350. 50. 1.0 0.8 24.

350. 100. 0.14 0.1 3.

262.5 50. 0.1 0.06 3.6

175. 50. 0.003 0.001 0.03






